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2022 H2 Insights
Despite the many challenges that the hospitality and tourism sector faced during 2022, most accommodation providers reported 
a very strong year.  Record average room rates and a bounce-back in demand/occupancy delivered encouraging turnover figures 
for many service providers.  However, inflationary pressures including a gargantuan increase in energy expenses kept EBITDA 
margins at bay.  An estimated 23% of Fáilte Ireland registered accommodation1 (16.9% of registered hotel beds) is currently 
contracted for International Protection IP (Refugees) and Beneficiaries of Temporary Protection BOTP (Displaced Ukrainian 
citizens). This anomaly continues to distort Key Performance Indicators across all locations with a heavier influence in those 
areas with a higher concentration of contracted beds like Clare, Laois and Tipperary where over 30% of beds are currently under 
contract. Overseas arrivals into Ireland surged back to 85% of 2019 levels by the end of November 2022 as per CSO2 reports, and 
domestic demand levels remain robust supported by low unemployment levels reported at 4.3%3 for December 2022. Demand 
for hotel assets also recovered for the period, with Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL) reporting 19 transactions amounting to €400m4 during 
the year, almost double the 2021 figure.

Hotel sector key activity and trends H2 2022
• Record average room rates reported by hotel properties across 

Ireland. Performance was supported by a surge in demand from 
both domestic and overseas visitors.  It is worth noting that some of 
the average room rate increases relate to the heavy investment and 
upgrades to hotel assets in Ireland over the last couple of years.

• Large number of hotel properties (115) have upgraded to 4 
star status since 2009. The segment now accounts for 44% 
of registered hotel properties in Ireland. Almost 50% of the 
bedroom stock in the country is now “upmarket”.

• Direct Provision. Approximately 17% of registered hotel beds in 
Ireland were contracted for direct provision purposes at the end 
of November 2022.

•	 Inflation. Exponential increase in energy expenses reported by 
many properties across the country (100%+ increases).

• Arrivals into Ireland back to pre-pandemic levels for November 
2022 (less than 1% down on 2019 arrivals for the month). At the 
end of November, EU arrivals have showed the highest level of 
recovery at 92% of 2019 levels (8% down).

• Robust Balance Sheets. Strong deposit balances in the hotel 
sector supporting capital investment projects across many hotel 
properties.

•	 Staffing.	Difficulties with recruitment and retention remain a top 
concern for hotel operators.

Hotel investment and development
• ROI Hotel bedroom supply increased marginally over the last year 

from 62,665 bedrooms to 63,4885 (823 additional rooms) despite 
the opening of around 2,2006 new bedrooms in Dublin during 
year-end December 2022,  and some minor regional openings.  
The difference comes from a number of hotels taken off the 
register as they are currently being used for direct provision 
purposes. Some of these properties are anticipated to come back 
to the register when a more permanent solution can be provided 
by the government.  

• Within ROI, Dublin continues to lead the  way in the development 
of new hotel bedrooms with just under 2,000 rooms expected 
by the end of 2024 and a further 11,180 bedrooms currently 
considered speculative/unconfirmed. Additional hotel bedroom 
developments are also expected in Cork (2,040 in the pipeline), no 
material numbers anticiapted in Galway at this stage.

Business & Consumer sentiment
• 68% of businesses in the tourism sector reported more visitors 

in 2022 compared to last year, 11% have had the same level; 
21% report being down7. In Dublin it was 91% of businesses that 
reported an increase (due to the fact that recovery was a little 
slower in the capital).

• Accommodation sales are reporting a sronger trend than non-
accomodation sales in the sector with some operators expressing 
concerns about profit margins.

• Consumer sentiment remains strong supported by record level of 
personal savings. Household deposits in Irish banks reached a level 
of €147 billion in August. This is up from €139 billion in August 2021 
and a pre-pandemic level of €109 billion8. Postive employment 
trends reported during the year provide further confidence about 
discretionary spending patterns in the coming year.

Table 1- Air & Sea Arrivals to Ireland by area of origin, 
2022 vs 2019.

1 Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth; Latest DCEDIY contracted accommodation as a percentage of tourist accommodation; November 2022.
2 CSO; Air & Sea Travel Statistics November 2022 data.
3 CSO; Monthly Unemployment December 2022 update.
4 JLL Research; figure includes 2 site sales and 17 hotel assets.
5 Fáilte Ireland; Tourism Facts, various
6 CBRE; Outlook 2023 Ireland
7 Fáilte Ireland; Tourism Barometer, December 2022
8 IBEC Quarterly Economic Outlook, Q3 2022
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Table 2 -Accommodation sales statistics Dublin, Galway, Cork, Limerick, Kilkenny and Regional (2019-2022) 9

Table 3- Bord Bia Food Services Market trend

 (Source: STR & Trending.ie)

Room / Accommodation 
Sales KPIs Occupancy % Average Rate € RevPAR € 2022 RevPAR Variance 

Vs
Location 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018 2019 2020 2021
Dublin All (STR) 84 82 31 38 78 145 142 103 113 170 122 117 31 42 132 8% 13% 321% 211%
Dublin city centre (STR) 85 83 26 32 75 172 167 125 134 196 147 140 33 43 147 0% 5% 346% 238%
Galway (Trending) 77 77 48 58 76 114 111 100 131 138 88 85 48 75 104 18% 22% 116% 38%
Cork (Trending) 81 80 46 50 74 107 113 100 128 144 86 90 46 65 106 23% 18% 132% 64%
Cork (STR) 81 78 39 47 73 118 113 102 127 151 95 88 40 60 110 16% 25% 175% 83%
Limerick (Trending) 71 75 40 40 78 80 88 73 91 109 57 65 29 37 85 50% 30% 194% 131%
Kilkenny (STR) 73 38 44 68 113 120 158 165 82 45 69 112 37% N/A 147% 64%
Regional (Trending) 77 78 46 52 76 99 100 87 111 126 77 77 40 58 95 24% 23% 138% 65%

ROI Foodservice 
Market 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Index of  
Recovery 

2023  
2019 = 100

Limited Service  
Restaurants 2151 2266 1520 1738 2355 113.5

Hotels and  
Accommodation 1090 1157 491 551 1024 103.1

Pubs 1014 1039 350 352 979 104.1
Full Service  
Restaurants 694 727 313 380 693 108.9

Coffee Shops and 
Cafés 342 362 246 291 360 108.7

Other Commercial 242 258 79 107 251 108.6
Institutional 496 515 299 294 437 93.6

Total €6.03bn €6.3bn €3.3bn €3.7bn €6.10bn 107.4

9 CoStar STR December 2022 data for Dublin All, Dublin City, Cork & Kilkenny; Trending.ie data for Cork, Galway, Limerick & Regional Ireland.
10 Bord Bia; Food Service Market & Consumer Insights report 2022  
11 Gov.ie; Press Release; Press release; Short-Term Tourist Letting Register to be established through new legislation From Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media.
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Accommodation sales key performance 
metrics H2 2022
• Galway City. Average room rate growth of €27 (24%) reported for 

year-end December 2022 vs 2019 with an average occupancy of 
75.5% (1.2% down on 2019). Overall, a great result for the city with 
RevPAR up 22% on 2019.

• Limerick City reported outstanding performance during year-
end December 2022 with both average occupancy and average 
rate exceeding pre-pandemic (2019) levels. Year-end RevPAR for 
December 2022 was 30% up on 2019.

• Cork City reported a €31.2 (28%) increase in average rate for year-
ending December 2022 vs same period 2019, although slightly 
softer occupancy diluted the RevPAR increase to 18% for the period.

• Dublin. Both Dublin City and the wider Dublin area reported a 
sharp rebound in demand over the second half of last year.  
• Dublin Region – Record average room rate of €170 reported 

for year-end 2022 (20% up on 2019) but 6% down in occupancy 
vs the same period. 

• Dublin City – Dublin City finished year-end December 2022 
with an average room rate of €196, 15% ahead of Dublin 
region and 17% ahead of the same period in 2019.

N.B. VAT Rate was higher in 2019 (13.5% in 2019 vs 9% in 2022) so 
comparisons are not exactly like for like.

Food and Beverage sales
• Food sales showed strong recovery for the for the Hotel and 

Accommodation sector10 during 2022. Sales volumes, estimated at 
€1.024bn represent 88% of those delivered during year end 2019 by 
the sector.

• Limited Service restaurants, coffee shops and cafés reported stronger 
bounceback in trade and are already trading at similar levels. 

• Alcohol consumption in Ireland resurged in 2022 after a decline in 
the two previous years. This is no big surprise as licensed premises 
were unable to trade for a prolonged period of time.

Short-Term Tourist Letting Register
• On December 7th, 2022, the government announced the approval 

of the priority drafting of the Registration of Short-Term Tourist 
Letting Bill and publication of the General Scheme of the Bill11. It is 
estimated that up to 12,000 rooms may come back to the long-term 
rental market (out of the short-term) as a result of this initiative. 
Some of the provisions included in the bill are:

• Valid registration number provided by Fáilte Ireland required 
by properties advertised for short-term letting (including 
through online platforms). 

• Suppliers offering accommodation for periods of up to and 
including 21 nights will need to be registered with Fáilte 
Ireland.

• Fáilte Ireland, for the first time, to have a full picture of tourist 
accommodation across the State, significantly enhancing their 
ability to promote and drive tourism investment.

Bank of Ireland lending activity
Investor sentiment remains strong as evidenced by the value and 
volume of transactions completed during 2022 (well ahead of pre-
pandemic average). During the year Bank of Ireland supported several 
customers to complete refinances out of other financial institutions, 
hotel asset acquisitions, as well as equity releases to complete investor 
buyouts. Support was also extended for a number of properties 
completing largescale refurbishments, extensions and investment 
required to improve / secure Green credentials. Requests for overdraft 
and working capital facilities remain largely muted due to record level 
of deposit balances held by the sector. 

Hotel room sales Key Performance Indicators

Table 4 - Alcohol consumption Ireland – Litres per adult 
trend (Quarter 1 to Quarter 3 only)
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Trends
• After two years of strong profits recorded by leading operators, a 

substantial number of refurbishments and extensions as well 
as equipment upgrades (focusing on energy efficiency) are on 
the cards for several hotel properties across Ireland for 2023. 

• An increasing number of hotels will focus on securing Green 
credentials	and	wider	“ESG”	certifications in the coming year 
as sustainability continues to ascend in the customers ‘decision 
making matrix’.

• Sourcing of accommodation for people seeking International 
Protection (IP) and for those fleeing the war in Ukraine (BOTP) 
is becoming increasingly difficult for the government of Ireland. 
A number of longer-term viable solutions are currently under 
consideration by the government to reduce the over reliance on 
the sector. 

• Talent recruitment, and development and retention 
strategies continue to evolve. Employers are increasingly offering 
more flexible working conditions, incentives and benefits like 
staff accommodation to attract staff.

• Inflationary fears are negatively impacting on forecasted 
profit	margins for the coming year. Many hotel properties have 
budgeted a marginal decline in EBITDA margins reflecting the 
impact of increases in energy, wages and cost of food and drink.

• Numerous wedding venue operators have reported a softening 
of average wedding party numbers. The trend might become 
a legacy after the restrictions imposed on the sector during the 
intermittent lockdowns of the pandemic.

• Consumer confidence index14 appears to have turned a corner 
during the last quarter of 2022 with the US, the UK, Ireland and 
the EU all reporting a positive shift which should provide further 
confidence to the sector for the year ahead.

• Bord Bia estimates food services in the Hotel and Accommodation 
services sector will return to pre-pandemic (2019) levels by the 
end of this year.

Table 5. Consumer confidence Index December 2022 
(OECD)
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12 Gov.ie; Press Release; Minister Donohoe announces extension of 9% VAT rate for the tourism and hospitality sectors.
13 RTE; News; Business; Global recession seen likely in 2023 - WEF survey
14 OECD.org; Consumer Confidence Index data; December 2022
15 Revenue.ie; Starting-a-business/TBESS
16 Revenue.ie; Starting-a-business; Paying-your-tax/debt-warehousing; Warehouse-extension-2022
17 SBCI.gov.ie; Products; Energy-efficiency-loan-scheme-EELS
18 JLL; Construction Costs Outlook; Niall Gargan (Head of Research)

2023 H1 Outlook
After the first full year of post-pandemic trade, hotel operators are more optimistic about the future of the sector. Businesses are 
reporting strong levels of bookings and sustained average room rates for the first quarter of this year which is driving business 
sentiment on an upward trend, as evidenced by the latest Fáilte Ireland Tourism Barometer (December 2022 update).  However, 
businesses owners and managers are concerned about a few issues, including the anticipated increase in the hospitality VAT12 
rate, inflation (including energy costs), the slowdown in the Tech sector, and fears of recession expressed by leading economists 
at the World Economic Forum in Davos13.  The VAT increase from 9% to 13.5% could have an immediate negative impact in profit 
margins across the sector, particularly detrimental for businesses with a higher dependency on food sales as the margins on 
these have been under increased pressure in recent times.

Active government supports & schemes
• TBESS Scheme15. Launched at the end of last year, this scheme 

provides qualifying businesses with up to 40% of the increase in 
electricity or gas bills up to €10,000 per month.

• Warehoused Tax16. The Warehousing of tax is currently on 
“Period 2” at the end of which “Period 3” (01/05/23) a 3% interest 
rate will begin to apply until the final payment date. Businesses 
have until the 30th of April 2024 to arrange a payment schedule.

•	 SBCI	 Energy	 Efficiency	 Loan	 Scheme17. A low-cost scheme 
designed to support eligible SMEs, including primary producers, 
investing in the energy efficiency of their enterprises.

Hotel development
After a few years of heightened hotel development planning 
permissions and the delivery of about 4,800 rooms in Dublin City 
between 2018 and 2022, the pipeline appears to be slowing down.  
Development costs remain very high and are not expected to 
come down in the short term according to recent JLL research18.
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Bank of Ireland is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
This document has been prepared by Bank of Ireland for informational purposes only. Not to be reproduced, in whole or in part, without prior permission. Any information 
contained herein is believed by the Bank to be accurate and true but the Bank expresses no presentation or warranty of such accuracy and accepts no responsibility whatsoever 
for any loss or damage caused by any act or omission taken as a result of the information contained in this document. You should obtain independent legal advice before 
making any decision.
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